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At the beginning of each Executive Board meeting we take a few minutes to reflect on the period that had just
passed, grounding our work in what was achieved and what is still left on our to-do list. The reflection on 2018
describes this year in terms of friendship, challenge, change and an overall feeling of going "off the beaten track".
Friendship, as we travelled around Europe, organizing our board meetings in the countries of our member
movements which helped us to understand their realities better and to meet their members. This revealed an
impressively numerous and diverse network of determined young people, coping with different challenges in their
local environment while trying to promote and live by the same Christian and European values of tolerance,
inclusion and peace. Challenges, as we also witnessed the struggle for funds faced by some of our movements, the
shrinking space for civic participation and a feeling of fear for the future. This led to our topic for 2019 which lands a
helping hand on responding to all these challenges. Change, since we started experimenting with a totally new body
in our executive structure: three topic-orientated commissions, gathering 15 representatives of our members and
with two new annual actions: a short training course for our European Coordinators and an annual evaluation
survey. All of these were designed so as to bring our members closer together and us closer to them, to warm up that
feeling of belonging to a group, a team, a family, the MIJARC Europe family, a family which grew bigger in 2018 with
the addition of a new observer member: ADEL "Association for Development Education and Labour" - from Slovakia.
We also rebranded our bi-annual magazine, which got the name of "MIJARC Explore", based on the open vote of our
Facebook page followers.
 
The relentless concern for improvement, innovation and adaptability to the realities of rural youth shaped our
approach in 2018 and it will continue to do so in the years to come. The three international activities we organized
this year, together with the work of our members movements are the highlights of this annual report. We are also
sharing our critical evaluation of the key achievements, losses and takeaways of 2018 whole topping all up with the
numerous events our team, secretaries and members attended in order to promote our work, spread the results and
widen our cooperation with external partners.
 
We are confident each of you will feel part of the achievements we are presenting in this report and responsible for
all the work left to do. Together we can make our vision come true.
MIJARC Europe is YOU!

  
 MIJARC Europe Team
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Our mission

01
MIJARC EUROPE
is a non-governmental organisation for rural youth, by rural youth. Our organisation works to support rural development. We
support the personal development of individuals through educational activities. We provide space to share and exchange ideas
and experience with the aim of it resulting in the cohesion of development processes. MIJARC Europe empowers young people
to participate actively in society to represent and advocate their needs and the interests of their organisations, as well as to
improve their own lives. As a platform of nationally represented NGOs we work and advocate for the well-being of all young
people living in the rural areas across Europe. Christianity is part of MIJARC Europe’s identity. Our Christian values and belief
lead our work, our activities, our visions and positions. We advocate and promote a world of tolerance, respect, solidarity and
peace.

ABOUT
 MIJARC EUROPE 

Our vision Our
methodology

MIJARC Europe wants to be a
key actor in the development of

rural areas in Europe,
representing the voice of 

rural youth, where young people
are equal citizens, are

encouraged and 
supported to achieve their full

potential, respecting the
Christian values.

MIJARC Europe is an independent, 
democratic, youth-led platform for rural
youth, by rural youth. Considering the 

Christian values, we strive for the
personal development of young people 

through non-formal learning
opportunities, in a sustainable and

culturally sensitive manner. We
encourage the participation of young

people to build the Europe of tomorrow.

We use the “see-judge-act” 
methodology which allows us to ensure

the balance between reflection and 
action.SEE – first we explore the local

realities and try to understant the context.
  JUDGE –  we analyse the 

situation, looking at the causes, driving
factors and our role in the process.

 ACT – finally we reflect on what 
can be done, what solutions are available. 
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04

EXECUTIVE BOARD
OF MIJARC EUROPE 
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(European Team)

The team that led MIJARC Europe in 2018 included four young people
who were elected for a three-year mandate in 2017

CLAIRE PERROT - MINOT

  

France

ARMAN GRIGORYAN

  

Armenia

DANIELA ORDOWSKI

  

Germany

CRISTIANA PALMA

  

Portugal

SECRETARIAT
OF MIJARC EUROPE 
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In 2018, the Secretariat of MIJARC Europe was made up of two people:

Alexandra
SOLOMON

Florina Diana
 POTIRNICHE

General  Secretary
  

working in the office
in Brussels since 

 July 2015

Educational officer
  

working from Romania
since 

 March 2015

05

DONORS OF 
 MIJARC EUROPE in 2018
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In 2018, MIJARC Europe received structural support from the Council of Europe
through the European Youth Foundation and from RENOVABIS - Germany.

06

Council of Europe 

European Youth Foundation
  

 
has offered structural support for

MIJARC Europe through a two-
year grant that supports the daily

operations, the staff and the
statutory meetings

Renovabis
  

 
has offered support for MIJARC

Europe through a two- year grant
that supports one staff member

from Eastern Europe

Renovabis 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS 
IN 2018
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one new executive body in the MIJARC
Europe Structure - 3 work commissions

 

07

one new observer member who joined
the MIJARC Europe network

 4 international activities and 1 local
activity

 

our bi-annual magazine took a break just to
come back stronger and totally redesigned
under the name of "MIJARC EXPLORE"

 

the introduction of a training course for
European Coordinators

 

creation of the MIJARC Explore
interactive map

 

02  MIJARC EUROPE
ACTIVITIES
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Simulation
Buzau -
Romania

 4th-8th
September

 50 participants

Youth Peace
Camp
Ribamar -
Portugal

 2nd-5th July
 28 participants

Local
activities
April - June

 Europe
  

In 2018, MIJARC Europe activities were co-financed with the kind support or our donors:
Renovabis - who co-financed our youth peace camp and the European Commission through the

ERASMUS Plus Programme which financed the simulation.

Co-financed by
RENOVABIS

Financed by the
European

Commission through
the ERASMUS Plus

Programme

LOCAL ACTIVITIES
"Visiting at the speed of
radicalization"
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In 2018, MIJARC Europe worked on promoting its European vision in an
interconnected world in an attempt to answer   the challenge of building a peaceful
world. 

This is why the first international activity of our work plan was preceeded by a
preparatory phase during which our members had to interview/discuss with at least
two people who had left their countries and are now known as “migrants”, “refugees”
or “asylum seekers”. A series of articles came out of this activity, articles published on
our website and on our social media channels under the hashtag
"nevertakepeaceforgranted".  

 

9 articles 9
countries

It contributed to the achievement of our second thematic focus
point and it supported the vision presented in our position

paper on migrants and asylum seekers

Thematic
Focus Point

2

This activity capitalized on the power of our network by making use of its
diversity and also of its potential to spread a common message of empathy,

peace and tolerance across different parts of the continent.

34
participants

2nd - 5th
July

YOUTH PEACE CAMP
"We are the others"
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The first international activity of our annual work plan, the youth peace camp was an
intense learning experience for all those involved. Throughout the seminar, the
participants reflected on inner peace, conflicts, how conflicts emerged, what was the
relationship between peace and stereotypes, who were the refugees and migrants and
what were the myths and the facts about the refugees crisis we were witnessing.
 
The participants interacted with real artist who helped them prepare their exhibition
on peace. Together, they created many visual elements such as: paintings, masks,
different sprayed symbols of peace and a huge canvas of peace which moved around
Europe to promote our message of never taking peace for granted.  

 

Ribamar -
Portugal

It contributed to the achievement of our second thematic focus
point and it supported the vision presented in our position

paper on migrants and asylum seekers

Thematic
Focus Point

2

This activity contributed at  equipping the participants with the intercultural
competences they need in order to be ready to take on their role as 

 peace builders and peace promoters

50
participants

4th - 8th
September

SIMULATION
"Messages from the future"
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The last international activity of the year was a large-scale simulation which brought
together 50 participants, representing seven European countries.  Each day they
explored a particular topic, experiencing simulated siuations and discussing the factors
that could affect global peace.
 
Four main topics were explored: climate change, migration, gender inequalities and
extremism. At the end of they day they transformed their messages into photos which
became part of the #nevertakepeaceforgranted travelling exhibition.

Buzău -
Romania

It contributed to the achievement of our second thematic focus
point and it supported the vision presented in our position

paper on migrants and asylum seekers

Thematic
Focus Point

2

This activity contributed at enabling our young members to use tolerance,
mutual understanding, intercultural  dialogue and reconciliation as means of

moving beyond the past and focusing on the future

PEACE FESTIVAL
"Rendez-vous"
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In Besançon-France, the Rendez-vous festival
brought together 2,000 young people,

members of our movements: MRJC-France and
KLJB-Germany, but also representatives of

other members from Europe.
 
 Between workshops and conferences, they exchanged on "peace", the topic

chosen for the festival and the annual topic of MIJARC Europe. The festival
gave all the young people who participated the opportunity to understand the
conflicts that rural youth is exposed to and what are the solutions to build and
maintain peace in our villages. The young participants were encouraged even
by Pope Francis who sent a written message to all of them, inviting them to
"make our world more fair, more brotherly and more beautiful".

7 countries

more than
1000 pax

TRAVELLING EXHIBITION
"Never take peace for granted"
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The travelling exhibition entitled #nevertakepeaceforgranted is the main output of
the annual work plan run by MIJARC Europe in 2018.  The exhibition is a tool for
promoting MIJARC Europe's vision of peace in an interconnected world.
 
In 2019 it is scheduled to travel to all the seven countries involved in the project:
Armenia, Bulgaria, Belgium, France, Germany, Portugal and Romania. It will be hosted
for 1-2 days in each country. 

It contributed to the achievement of our second thematic focus
point and it supported the vision presented in our position

paper on migrants and asylum seekers

Thematic
Focus Point

2

This activity contributed to spreading MIJARC Europe's vision of peace in an
interconnected world
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The activities included in the 2018 proved to be highly relevant
for our young members and worked together towards achieving
our aim of making young people in MIJARC Europe's network
and beyond aware of the important and positive role they play
in the maintenance and promotion of international peace and
security
 

CRITICAL REFLECTION

03 MIJARC EUROPE
STATUTORY
MEETINGS
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General
Assembly

Commissioners'
Meeting

European
Coordination

In 2018, MIJARC Europe statutory meetings were co-
financed with the kind support or the Council of Europe
through the European Youth Foundation which granted
MIJARC Europe a two-year structural grant 2018-2019. 

14th - 15th April 18th - 20th May 7th - 9th July

Sofia
- Bulgaria -

Paris
- France -

Ribamar
- Portugal -

14-15
April
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For the first time in MIJARC Europe's history, the meeting was preceded by a training
for the coordinators which was an intense, fun and very nice experience as the
coordinators described it themselves. The training made the entire meeting much
easier to understand and it built that team spirit we always want to see in the MIJARC
Europe activities. 

  
In brief, the European Coordinators decided on the following points:
 

approve the final version of the Position Paper on radicalization and extremism
look for a new office for the Secretariat
elect five new European Coordinators: Atom (FYCA), Lucie (MRJC), Stefanie (KLJB),
Rima (Futuro Digitale) and Sara (APSD-Agenda 21)
launch the MIJARC Europe Interactive Map
set the agenda for the upcoming General Assembly
create a special section for the European coordinators on the website

 
 

EUROPEAN
COORDINATION
MEETING
 

Sofia
- BULGARIA-
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The newest executive body of MIJARC Europe met in Paris
for the first time. The three commissions work on the three
thematic focus points we have set in our mid-term strategic
approach:
 
(1) a sustainable culture for agriculture and rural youth
(2) our European vision towards an interconnected world
 (3) citizenship and youth participation in rural development.

  
 
 

COMMISSIONERS' 
MEETING

 

The commissioners' ideas will shape the activities of MIJARC Europe and the way we will
choose to tackle the focus points. Their ideas were put into practice in the 2019 and 2020
annual work plan:
 

local visits led by commissioners
a broad research on youth participation
a start-up kit for farmers
open online courses
international activities.

  
 
 

18-20 
May

Paris
- FRANCE-
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Our General Assembly this year brought together 25
delegates, representing 7 full member movements and one
observer member, who joined the executive board of
MIJARC Europe. the assembly approved the reports of
2017, evaluated the extend to which the strategic objectives
of the organization had been reached so far and focused on
the years to come, planning the activities and the budget for
2019.

  
 
 

GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

 

In brief, here are some of the most important decisions adopted at the GA this year:
 

Laura Lenaerts - from KLJ - Belgium was elected as candidate for the position of "world
coordinator" in the MIJARC World structure;
Diamantino Filipe Mota Henriques - was elected as the European Coordinator of JARC-
Portugal;
Giorgi Aronia - was elected as the European Coordinator of Euromove - the Netherlands
a committee will work on a proposal to regulate the statute of the Commissions in the
Rules of Procedure and the Statues of MIJARC Europe;
a new proposal for the content of the bi-annual magazine "Info Europe" was adopted.

 

7-9 
JULY

Ribamar
- PORTUGAL-
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INTERNAL
TEAM

MEETINGS
 

In 2018 the Executive Board of MIJARC Europe had six face-to-face meetings: 
  

 
 12th - 14th January --- Brussels, Belgium

 
 16th - 18th March --- Rome, Italy
 
 15th - 16th April --- Sofia, Bulgaria
 
 8th - 10th June --- Utrecht, the Netherlands
 
 5th - 7th October --- Madrid, Spain
 
 1st - 2nd December --- Würzburg, Germany
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The introduction of the training course for European
Coordinators was very appreciated and will continue to be
implemented in the years to come

 

CRITICAL REFLECTION

The creation of the Commissions was perceived as
something beneficial but more time is needed in order for
the structure to find its place and for the members to get
familiar with how it works and what is its role

 

04 OTHER ACTIVITIES
& MEETINGS
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15th - 16th January 
 Brussels - Belgium
  

MIJARC Europe was
represented by 

 CLAIRE PERROT
MINOT & DANIELA

ORDOWSKI
  

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF ECVC

Our two European Board members took part
to the General Assembly of the European
Coordination "La Via Campesina". They took
part to the youth assembly and the women
assembly and followed-up with the work of
ECVC.

19th - 24th March 
 Rome - Italy

  
MIJARC Europe was

represented by 
 DANIELA ORDOWSKI

  
 

PRE-SYNODAL MEETING

There were around 300 young people participating in
the meeting, representing young people from the 5
continents. The document they created together had
very clear and strong messages: "The Church must
involve young people in its decision-making processes
and offer them more leadership roles. These positions
need to be on a parish, diocesan, national and
international level, even on a commission to the Vatican.
We strongly feel that we are ready to be leaders."

04 OTHER ACTIVITIES
& MEETINGS
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14th March 
 Brussels - Belgium

  
MIJARC Europe was

represented by 
 ALEXANDRA

SOLOMON
  

BOUNCE PROJECT FINAL
CONFERENCE

In 2017, during the Study Visit “ Visiting at the Speed
of Radicalisation” MIJARC Europe contacted the
BOUNCE representatives for a meeting with the
attending pax at the Study Visit focused on the tools
identified by Bounce in order to combat violent
extremism. BOUNCE presented the tools and the
result of the evaluation done by KU Leuven
university in identifying the impact of the tools at the
national level.

March
Brussels

  
MIJARC Europe was

represented by 
 ALEXANDRA

SOLOMON
  

 

EUROPEAN YOUTH FOUNDATION -
info session

Twice a year the EYF organizes info sessions
dedicated to the youth organisations who have
applied for grants or are interested in applying for
grants in the next semester. The sessions represent
a good opportunity to clarify any queries and also to
check how the planned activities fit to the priorities
of the foundation.

04 OTHER ACTIVITIES
& MEETINGS
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26th - 27th April 
 Budapest - Hungary

  
MIJARC Europe was

represented by 
 CLAIRE PERROT-

MINOT
  

 

CSOs consultation prior to the FAO's
31st Regional Conference for Europe

More than 30 CSOs came together at the Civil
Society Consultation and discussed one of the
main themes of the Regional Conference –
‘Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems in
Europe and Central Asia in a Changing Climate’ –
from the perspective of Agroecology. CSOs
representatives were clear that they will not
allow anyone to use agroecology for green
washing.

27th - 28th April 
 Brussels - Belgium
  

MIJARC Europe was
represented by 

 ARMAN GRIGORYAN
  

 

COMEM of the EUROPEAN YOUTH
FORUM

The meeting gathered more than 150 youth
organisation representatives from across
Europe. Two new policy papers calling for
investment in youth in the European Union’s next
long-term budget and for ensuring a sustainable
future were finalized. Conversations focusing on the
impact of climate change, on gender equality and
on the role of youth in the future of Europe were
also key points on the agenda.

04 OTHER ACTIVITIES
& MEETINGS
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18th June
 Brussels - Belgium

 
MIJARC Europe was

represented by 
 ALEXANDRA

SOLOMON
  

 

Future of Erasmus Plus Conference

Alexandra was present at the Conference
focused on the proposal for the 2021-2027 of
Erasmus. The present delegates were
representatives of different Civil Society
Organisations, MEP’s and DG EAC and National
Agencies.

26th - 29th June
  

MIJARC Europe was
represented by 

 ALEXANDRA
SOLOMON

  

YOUTH FORUM ACADEMY
Alexandra attended the Youth Forum Academy
organized by the European Youth Forum. The
academy had three simultaneous workshops – 1.
Senior Management, 2. Policy Officers and 3.
Communication. Some of the topics of the workshop
that Alexandra attended “ Senior Management”
focused on identifying alternative ways of
fundraising, advancing lobbying in youth
organisations, as well as effective leadership.

04 OTHER ACTIVITIES
& MEETINGS
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9th - 12th October
 Leuven - Belgium

 
MIJARC Europe was

represented by 
 DANIELA ORDOWSKI

  
 

MIJARC World Coordination Meeting
and seminar on Gender Equality

MIJARC World discussed on how they want to
encourage young women to be take the lead and
how to create equal opportunities. There were also
two days of intense discussions on the future of
MIJARC World, the involvement of all continents an
important vote for MIJARC Europe as Laura Lenaerts
from KLJ (Belgium) became part of the MIJARC World
Board.

21st - 25th
November

Novi Sad - Serbia
  

MIJARC Europe was
represented by 

 ARMAN GRIGORYAN
  

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE YFJ
MIJARC Europe as a full member organization of YFJ
was present in every panel discussions, elections and
events. We discussed the issues of international
youth organisations with the new president and
board members of YFJ. Took part in the meetings of
“Value based group” and had meetings with Rural
Youth Europe and CEJA in order to discuss out future
cooperation.  

 

in 2018 we reached more than
1500 followers and page likes

05 MIJARC Europe
COMMUNICATION
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#1500
followers

5 issues of the newsletter reached
our 192 subscribers in 2018

https://www.instagram.com/
mijarceurope/

#273
followers

#192
subscribers

This publication was prepared by MIJARC Europe Secretariat

MIJARC Europe Secretariat
 53, Rue J. Coosemans

 B-1030 Brussels, Belgium
 Phone: +32 (0)2 485 36 84 74


